
6th SS LEAP Practice Workbook 
Week 3

1. Complete each day's work.
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Chapter 7 Ancient West Africa Kingdoms and Ancient China 

2. Ghanaian trade was successful because Ghana-(Select two correct answers.)

A. dominated trans-Saharan trade routes.

B. was ruled by wise Mansas.

C. possessed a great deal of salt and gold.

D. had its most important trading partners to its south.

- ----------

allowed Ghanaians to transport goods in caravans across long 

distances in the desert. 

A. Horses

B. Ships

C. Cultural diffusion

D. Camels

4. In your opinion, which of the three great West African kingdoms was most significant?
Use details from the text to support your answer.
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Ancient China 

The Dynasty Cycle 

For most of its recorded history, China has been ruled by dynasties. A dynasty is simply a family of 
rulers in which power is handed down from one generation to the next. Chinese history is often 
thought of in terms of the dynastic cycle. According to theory of the dynastic cycle, all Chinese 
dynasties have run similar courses. A dynasty begins when a ruler receives the "Mandate of Heaven," 
or divine instructions to take power. Chinese civilization then flourishes under the new power and 
witnesses an increase in population until governmental corruption threatens its stability. Coupled with 
a natural disaster like a famine, this corruption leads to the dynasty in power losing the "Mandate of 
Heaven," which, in turn, leads to rebellions and civil war. This civil war reduces population until a new 
dynasty takes power and the cycle repeats itself. Ultimately, the dynastic cycle is a convenient theory 
that does seem broadly applicable to many Chinese dynasties. Still, every dynasty was unique, so it is 
important to evaluate each according to its individual qualities, achievements, and failures. 

The Zhou, Q.in, and Han Dynasties 

Three of the most crucial dynasties in Chinese history were the Zhou, Q.in, and Han dynasties. Let's take 
a look at each of these dynasties in detail. 

Zhou Dynasty 

In power from 1046 BCE-256 BCE, the Zhou Dynasty reigned longer than any other Chinese dynasty. It 
seized power when King Wu defeated the Shang Dynasty at the Battle of Muye in 1046 BCE. Invoking 
the "Mandate of Heaven," King Wu convinced many Chinese that the Shang Dynasty had lost divine 
favor and was destined to fall. 
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Chapter 9 The Middle Ages 

Practice z: Cities and Towns in Medieval Europe and the Commercial Revolution 

1. Name two distinctive features of Romanesque architecture.

2. Cities in the Middle Ages were generally __________ towns and cities in Europe
today.

A. bigger than

B. smaller than

C. the same size as

D. wealthier than

3. exchanged all sorts of goods in towns and cities and often made 
-----------

huge profits. 

A. Merchants

B. Artisans

C. Guilds

D. Skilled craftsmen

4. Pretend you're living in a city in the Middle Ages. Name one advantage of buying a shoe from a
shoemaker's guild.

s. How were towns in medieval Europe different from towns today? Select three correct answers.

A. Medieval towns often had walls around them, while towns today do not.

B. There were no streetlights in medieval towns, while there are streetlights in most towns today.

C. Streets in medieval towns were wider than streets in towns are today.

D. Pigs were allowed to roam the streets in medieval towns, while pigs are usually not allowed
to roam the streets in towns today.

E. Medieval towns had schools for both girls and boys, while towns today usually only have
schools for boys.
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